DISCONTINUOUS CHARACTERS AND SUBGROUPS OF FINITE INDEX H. LEROY PETERSON
For brevity's sake, a subgroup of finite index is called "large." A discontinuous torsion character is (clearly) one whose kernel is a large nonopen subgroup. Compact Abelian groups (and certain other LCA groups) have the same number (either none or infinitely many) of large nonopen subgroups and discontinuous torsion characters. Locally compact Abelian groups of which all large subgroups are open include connected, locally connected, and monothetic (possibly totally disconnected) groups. Contrariwise, there are locally compact groups G which have as many as 2 lGl large nonopen subgroups. These include nondiscrete torsion Abelian groups of bounded order and all totally disconnected, nonmetrizable, compact groups.
lJ.* Notation and discussion* In what follows, everything
referred to as a locally compact (or compact) group will be assumed to be Hausdorίf and nondiscrete, except when it is necessary to refer to a discrete group or a nondiscrete finite group in the course of a proof. If G is a group, G d denotes G with the discrete topology. If n is a positive integer, G {n) -{x n : xeG}. The symbol e will universally denote the identity of a group. For two topological groups G x and G 2 , "G^G" means that G γ and G 2 are topologically isomorphic. The component of e in a topological group G is denoted by C G . The weight of G, denoted by w(G), is the smallest cardinal number for a basis for the topology of G. The symbol T will denote the circle group (of complex numbers with modulus one); a character on an Abelian group G is a homomorphism (continuous or not) from G into T. If X is a set, | X | denotes the cardinal number of T.
Vol. I of the treatise of Hewitt and Ross [3] will be used as an encyclopedic reference; however, some elementary facts to be found in any text on topological groups will be assumed and used without comment.
It is evident that the closure of a large subgroup (as defined in the synopsis) of any topological group is always a large open subgroup, and that every open subgroup of a compact group is large. As stated in the synopsis, the kernel of a discontinuous character of finite order is a large nonopen subgroup. More generally, a large subgroup of an Abelian topological group is nonopen if and only if it is contained in the kernel of a discontinuous torsion character. (Equivalently, a finite Abelian topological group has discontinuous characters if and only if the group is not discrete.) Proof. Let Γ denote the group of characters on G, and K (respectively, K c ) denote the group of (continuous) torsion characters on G. We may consider Γ to be the dual group of G d , and K its torsion subgroup. Similarly, K c is the torsion subgroup of the dual group of G.
We may assume that S^ Φ 0 Φ D. Let φ be any member of K, and let S(φ) denote the set of all members of K which have the same kernel as φ.
both groups are finite subgroups of T and have the same order. For each ψeS(φ), there is an automorphism 7 of φ(G) such that ψ = To φ, namely y(t) = ψ(Φ~\t)) (teφ(G)). But φ(G) has only finitely many automorphisms; thus S(φ) is finite. Let Sf -{S(φ):φeD}. Then \JS? = D and \S^\^\Sf\.
By 1.6, if either Ji? or D is infinite, \D\ S \^?\, and we may assume henceforth that Sf is infinite. Proof. We may assume that US is closed under finite intersections. It follows that each member of 3^ is the union of (finitely many) cosets of a member of <%s. LEMMA 
Suppose H is large open subgroup of a locally compact group G, J is normal subgroup of H, and L/J is a large nonopen subgroup of H/J (where JaLaH).
Then L is a large nonopen subgroup of G. 
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Proof. We have [G: L] = [G: H] [H: L] = [G: H] [H/J: H/L]
; i.e., L is large in G. If L is open, L is locally compact. But then L/J is locally compact,
Proof. Case (1). Suppose G = S
A where S is a finite group and A is an infinite set. For aeA, define V a = {x e G: x a = e). (Here, <%/ = {V a : ae A}, n = \S|, and r = \A\.) Let ^ be any free ultrafilter on A, and L = L(^9 V a ). One sees that L is a dense normal subgroup of G, via a minor generalization of the familiar proposition that {x e G: x a = e for all but finitely many a} is a dense normal subgroup. Now, given any xeG, there exists exactly one element s(x) of S such that {aeA:
This proves that L is a large, but proper, subgroup of G, and since L is dense it is not open. Now suppose _^7 and ^l are distinct ultrafilters on A. We will show that L(^Γ, V α ) ^ L(^, F α ). For there is a subset X of A such that le ^T and iίlΓe ^ let e Φ s e S, and define e,aeX, s,aeAf)X' . 9 V a ). According to [2] , (9F), A has 2 2r ultrafilters, of which only r are not free. Thus G has 2 2r large nonopen subgroups.
Case (2) . Suppose all the quotient groups G/U are simple and isomorphic to each other and Π^ - 
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Case (3) . In general, we may choose a subfamily {U a :aeA Q } of , with I A o I = I <%f I and U a Φ U β for a Φ β, and such that all of the quotient groups G/U a are isomorphic; this is possible since there are only finitely many groups (to within isomorphism) of order rg n. Let (2) Note: This G contains an infinite compact subgroup with no large subgroups, for the monothetic group Δ 2 of dyadic integers is topologically isomorphic to the projective limit of the groups Z{2 n ). (Let Λ n = {x e Δ 2 : x k = 0, 0 <^ k < n), as in 10.4 of [3] . According to p. 25 of [91, Δ z is an inverse limit of the quotient groups Δ 2 /Λ n . It is clear that ΔJΛ n = Z (2 n ). See also 6.13-6.14 of [3] and the references noted in 1.5, above.) 3.2. Let G = Π~=5 S %9 J = ΠΓ= 5 A n9 where S n is the symmetric group, and A n is the alternating group, on n letters. As in the previous example, G has 2 C large nonopen subgroups. Its subgroup J has no large nonopen subgroups, for if L is a subgroup of J with J (fc) c L, we have (assuming k ^> 4)
L => {e} fc x ft A Λ , which is open in J.
3.3. Suppose G is an infinite, compact, metrizable, non-Abelian torsion group. (By 4.5 of [5] , G is totally disconnected.) Question: Does G have any large nonopen subgroups? 3.4. Let G = Π"=i G n9 where each G n is a finite simple group and lim,^ | G n \ = <χ>. Question: Can G have a large nonopen subgroup?
[The author conjectures that G' n k) Φ {e} for n sufficiently larger than k; this would imply that the answer to the question is in the negative, as in 3.2. If the conjecture should prove to be false, we would then have a special case of 3.3, wherein G would be semisimple and of bounded order.} 3.5. In order for the conclusion of 1.7 not to hold, G must be noncompact, have infinitely many open subgroups, only finitely many large subgroups, and at least one large nonopen subgroup-The groups we have seen in this paper either have no large nonopen subgroups at all, or else 2 2r such subgroups, where r is the cardinal number of some infinite collection of large open subgroups. Question: Are there other possibilities?
